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Logo

VARIATIONS
These are the approved versions of the logo. Do not 
manipulate the logo using different fonts, stretching 
or warping, drop shadows or glows, or any other 
filters or effects.

PLACING THE LOGO
The Mabble Media logo should be used on all brand 
publications and collateral. The logo should be clearly 
present, but not dominating. Logos should be placed 
intentionally on backgrounds that offer enough 
contrast for clear readability.



SASSY, BUT AVAILABLE
CMYK | 38.12.27.0     Pantone | 7542 C     RGB | 160.194.186     #a0c2ba

SLATE
CMYK | 10.8.8.0     Pantone  | Cool Gray 1 C     RGB | 226.225.225     #e2e1e1

SLIGHTLY DIFFERENT MOOD
CMYK | 82.59.54.40     Pantone | 7477 C     RGB | 44.69.76     #2c454c

PRIMARY COLOR PALETTE
Use the main colors to the right as your 
primary colors. These are meant to be used in 
things like backgrounds, color blocks, footers, 
headlines, and subheadlines.

MOOD
CMYK | 76.69.64.83      Pantone | Black 3 C     RGB | 12.13.17     #0c0d11

CMYK: 2.32.38.0 
Pantone: 487 C
RGB: 245.184.152
#f7b899

CMYK: 22.0.24.0 
Pantone: 621 C
RGB: 199.228.203
#cae6cc

CMYK: 9.23.71.0 
Pantone: 141 C
RGB: 234.194.102
#ebc366

SECONDARY COLOR PALETTE
Use the colors in the blobs to the right as 
your secondary colors. These are meant to be 
used in accents and for pops of color. PEACHY

MINTY

MUSTARDY

Color

USING COLOR
The colors outlined here should guide all 
color choices on all digital media and print 
collateral. 
When possible, use these exact color codes.  
CMYK and Pantone codes are used for print, 
while RGB and #hex codes are used for digital 
representation. 
These colors should remain consistent across 
all branding and no additional colors should 
ever be added, with the excpetion of pure 
black when necessary. 



Typography

USING TYPE
Fonts are just as important to your brand as your logo. Make your company recognizable on any platform through consistent 
usage of the same fonts. Use these typefaces when creating both printed and digital media.

SECONDARY TYPEFACE 
Use Brandon Grotesque Bold 
typeface for subheadlines. Can 
be used in mixed case at 0 
tracking or smaller in all caps at 
50 tracking. 
Use Brandon Grotesque Regular 
for paragraph text. Mixed case at 
0 tracking.

PRIMARY TYPEFACE 
Use Goldsmith Black typeface 
for headlines or for headline 
phrases that require punctuation. 
Mixed case with 0 tracking.

Mabble
/MAB-BEL/
NOUN
To finish with excellence, beauty, and purpose. 

What We Do
We are storytellers and art is our language. Partnering with clients to uncover their 
brands, we translate their story into a body of expressive visuals, unique tactile 
experiences, and inspiring digital strategies. Mabble makes sure that each brand is 
built with integrity, setting the client apart from their competition and empowering 
them to take the reins. It’s our mission to deliver innovative strategies imbued with 
purpose and functionality, with the ultimate goal of developing a brand that increases 
the client’s potential for success.

�elcome to 
�abble �edia

SERVICES
Branding
Logo
Design
Signage

How We Do It
With Integrity | We acomplish what we said we were going to do.
Through Story Telling | We tell unique and compelling stories. 
With Innovation | We create something fresh. 
For Empowerment | We empower our client to reach their goals. 
With Purpose | Every element of our design or strategy has a purpose.

Print
Website
Photography
Videography

Consulting
Strategy
Marketing
Interior Design 
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Photos

USING PHOTOS
When taking photos for Mabble, try to maintain a level 
of mystery. Unless we are taking portraits, faces should 
not be the focus of the shots.
The editing style is generally more moody, but not so 
dark that the eyes strain looking at it. The shadows are 
brought up to create a matte look, while the blacks 
remain darker to keep the contrast. Focus on using cool 
tones in the shadows, while maintaining naturally warm 
skin tones on subjects. 



Cover photos with our Mood color and drop 
the opacity to 30% for an emotive twist.



Use this snapshot border overlay to highlight 
special things. This can be used over photos, 

color blocks, and backgrounds. 

Assets



DIVIDERS
These custom Mabble Dividers take color blocks a little deeper into brand. Can you spot the little guy? This is mainly for use in 
digital media, but there is freedom to carry it over to print.



FOOTERS
Use a block of a Mabble color to create a footer for any publication. 

THE MABBLE SQUIGGLE
This squiggle should always be fairly small, and can be used horizontally as an underline, or vertically as a border element. 

Mabble loves a good strong foot. 



BLOBBIES
Either keep these blobs tiny, 
like this, or blow them up for 
a dramatic affect. Do not 
overuse these, but rather 
sprinkle them here and 
there to add some Mabble 
personality to any platform. 



Abbreviated Brand Guide | $600
Design concepts, logo usage, typography, and colors. 
Initial consultation, and one revision consultation.

Abbreviated Brand Guide + Copy | $1000
Design concepts, logo usage, typography, colors, tone of 
voice, short brand description, long brand description, 
and proofing of any existing core messaging. Initial 
consultation, and one revision consultation.

Standard Brand Guide | $1600
Design concepts, logo usage, typography, colors, 
textures, icons, photography usage, collateral mockups, 
and how to implement your brand. Initial consultation, 
one revision consultation, and two additional rounds of 
revisions.

Standard Brand Guide + Messaging | $3000
Includes all that of the standard brand guide, plus brand 
identity in messaging (mission statement, target 
audience, services, how to communicate intentionally 
and e�ectively). Initial consultation, two revision 
consultations, and two additional rounds of revisions.

Hourly Rate | $100

�randing

Social Media Template | starts at $500

BRANDING GUIDES

LOGOS

ADDITIONAL BRANDING

2 Logo Concepts | $800
Initial consultation, one revision consultation, and one 
additional revision. 

4 Logo Concepts | $1200
Initial consultation, one revision consultation, and one 
additional revision.

6 Logo Concepts | $1600
Initial consultation, two revision consultations, and one 
additional revision.

COMPANY NAMING
5 Name Concepts | $750
5 Name Concepts + Market Research | $1250

*We reserve the right to customize your quote for any project. Additional hourly fees may apply. Printing services available upon request with custom quotes.  

MABBLE MEDIA | 100 California Ave Suite 202 Reno, NV 89509 | info@mabblemedia.com | 775.552.3117 | mabblemedia.com

Hourly Rate | $125

�ebsite

Third Party Hosting | $1000

WORDPRESS*

SQUARESPACE

ADDITIONAL WEB

Landing Page | $500 

Website | $2000
Includes domain change, basic graphic design, three pages, fonts and colors. Initial 
consultation, one revision consultation, and one additional round of revisions. 

Each additional page | $250
Physical POS Integration | $750
E-commerce- 10 products | $750

Website | $5000
Includes basic graphic design, three pages, fonts and colors. Initial consultation, 
one revision consultation, and one additional round of revisions. 

Each additional page | $350
Physical POS Integration | $750
E-commerce- 10 products | $750

Scrolling Nav Website | 20% o�

SEO Package | starts at $1500

�hoto & �ideo

Long Video | starts at $3000 

Short Video | $1500
Two hour shoot, one day, one location, one set of revisions, music or one 
person voice-over. 

Photoshoot | starts at $800

Travel Fees | Outside of Reno/Sparks an hourly rate applies to drive time for 
each car.
Add Ons | Storyboarding, script writing, model scouting, studio rentals, 
custom music, hair and make-up. 

ADDITIONAL PHOTO/VIDEO

�ricing �heetM A B B L E  M E D I A

*Pricing may vary depending on functionality. 
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Print

CREATING COLLATERAL
Use these mockups as inspiration when creating any print collateral. Our guidelines for 
using colors, typography, assets, and photography are all implemented here. 

M A B B L E  M E D I A



Formatting

GRID
Imagine a grid on Mabble publications and place all assets into it. 
(Body text, headlines, graphics, etc). However, occasional breaking of 
the grid can add visual interest. Do this sparingly and intentionally. 

ALIGNMENT  & SPACING
Paragraphs should be left justified, and “space before” paragraphs 
should be set to .0625 inches when possible. 

ADDITIONAL
Avoid orphans and widows when possible. 

FORMATTING OVERVIEW
Consistent formatting is just as important to a brand as colors or logos. Follow the guidelines on this page when formatting 
print and digital publications. 

SIZING
Headlines should always be larger than subheadlines, and subheadlines 
should always be larger than body text. Dramatically large headlines or 
titles are kind of our thing. 

COLOR
Changing the color of a headline or subheadline can do a lot for the 
aesthetics of collateral. Try using Slightly Different Mood or Sassy, but 
Available when possible.



Web & Social

WEB & SOCIAL OVERVIEW
While overall guidelines remain the same, web and social are bound to be slightly different than print because of their unique 
functionalities. Look to these guidelines and examples when creating any digital collateral. 

ICONS
When choosing icons to improve user experience, go 
for graphics that are simple line drawings. Then apply 
a wave affect for some fun warpy squiggle feels. 



WEB
Use Mabble’s brand guidelines and design elements to establish a 
sleek and user-friendly web presence, keeping an interactive user 
experience in mind.  

SOCIAL
When possible, use mockup templates 
to feature Mabble’s work. A steady 
and consistent social presence is a very 
important key in creating brand trust. 



THAT’S ALL, FOLKS.


